
Monday October 23rd  

Lesson 10 Vocabulary  

1 annihilate (uh NY uh LAYT) V. to totally destroy  

2 armament (AHR muh muhnt) N. military equipment  

3 arson (AHR suhn) N. the crime of setting fires  

4 casualty (KAZH oo uhl tee) N. one injured, killed, or lost in battle  

5 chaotic (kay AHT ik) ADJ. without order; confused  

Ch. 7 Lesson 3 Compound Subjects 

Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 

1 The elephants and their trainer (perform, performs) for the circus 

audience. 

Perform, performs  

2 Neither the book stores nor the public library (has, have) a copy of that 

book. 

 

Tuesday October 24th   

Lesson 10 Vocabulary  

6 confrontation (KAHN fruhn TAY shuhn) N. condition of standing 

face-to-face with a hostile force; a conflict  

7 conspiratorial (kuhn SPEER uh TOR ee uhl) ADJ. with an air of 

plotting together in secret to commit an evil or treacherous act  

8 desertion (di ZUR shuhn) N. the act of abandoning  

9 espionage (ES pee uh NAHZH) N. the practice of spying  

10 fatality (fay TAL i tee) N. a death brought about through war or 

disaster  

Ch. 7 Lesson 3 Compound Subjects   

Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 

3 Either the spices or the salsa (give, gives) this dish its interesting taste. 

4 The mayor and the city council members (disagree, disagrees) on this 

issue. 
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Wednesday October 25th    

Lesson 10 Vocabulary  

11 guerilla (guh RIL uh) N. one of a small band of fighters using 

surprise and speed to harass an enemy  

12 hideous (HID ee uhs) ADJ. very ugly  

13 infirmary (in FUR muh ree) N. a place for the care of the sick or 

wounded  

14 intensity (in TEN si tee) N. the strength of an action, feeling, or 

quality  

15 perilous (PER uh luhs) ADJ. dangerous  

Ch. 7 Lesson 3 Compound Subjects   

Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 

5 Neither these shoes nor that coat (fit, fits) into my suitcase. 

6 Either baseball or soccer (is, are) my favorite sport. 

 

Thursday October 26th     

Lesson 10 Vocabulary  

16 scrimmage (SKRIM ij) N. minor battle or skirmish  

17 seclude (si KLOOD) V. to keep apart  

18 strewn (stroon) V. to have been scattered  

19 subversive (suhb VUR siv) ADJ. tending to overthrow or destroy, 

especially an established government  

20 valor (VAL ur) N. bravery  

Ch. 7 Lesson 3 Compound Subjects   

Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 

7 Towering black clouds and distant thunder usually (signal, signals) 

stormy weather. 

8 Neither my aunt nor my cousins ever (forget, forgets) my birthday. 
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